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Currency Forecasts & Overview

Mizuho CEEC FX Forecasts (as of 24 November)

PLN:  Expectations of improving relationship with EU and a more hawkish monetary policy 

stance will push up PLN. But all the good news mentioned above may already be reflected in        

FX markets.

CZK: CNB repeatedly denies market expectation of an early rate cut. December rate cut is now 

unlikely (Markets have already priced in aggressive rate cuts). We think there is room for CZK   

appreciation.

HUF: Deteriorating carry trade attractiveness poses a risk to HUF stability. 

RON: RON, as one of the most strictly anchored currencies against EUR, will continue to trade in a 

tight range.

2023 2024

Dec Mar Jun Sep Dec

EUR/PLN 4.37            4.35            4.30            4.35            4.40            4.45            

EUR/CZK 24.45          24.0            23.5            23.0            23.5            24.0            

EUR/HUF 381              384 388 392 396 400

EUR/RON 4.97            5.01            5.02            5.03            5.04            5.05            

Spot
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Market developments (as of 24 November 2023)

10 year government bond yields Equity performance since end of 2021

Currency performance vs EUR since end of 2021 3 month interbank rate
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PLN: Rally after election

Key issues for Polish Zloty

The victory of the Pro-EU opposition in the 15 October general election buoyed market expectations that the relationship between Poland and the EU will

improve and that EU will release more than €30 billion of funds for Poland. In addition, the market’s expectation of a more hawkish National Bank of Poland

(NBP) also lifted PLN. In September, NBP surprised the market with a 75bp cut, 3x times bigger than markets expected. In November, the NBP surprised

markets again, but by keeping its policy rate on hold. We now expect the rate differential between Poland and the Euro Area to be unchanged through end

of 2024.

Markets expect a more hawkish NBP

Higher expenditure ahead of 2023 election

General Election Results

Inflation rate is decreasing

Sources Bloomberg, Mizuho Bank

Consumption growth is recovering

PLN rallies after election
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100% of ballots Seats

Civic Coalition（KO） 30.7 157

Third Way 14.4 65

New Left 8.61 26

KO-Third Way-Left 53.71 248

Law and Justice（PiS） 35.38 194

Konfederacja 7.16 18

Total 100 460
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CZK:  CNB repeatedly denies market expectation for early rate cut 

Key issues for Czech Koruna

The Czech National Bank (CNB) surprised markets by keeping its policy rate at 7.00% on 2 November. Market expected the CNB to kick off monetary easing

with a 25bp rate cut. The statement remained hawkish. CNB governor Michl outlined a sticky core inflation outlook and the possibility that inflation

expectations could become unanchored as reasons why CNB held rates. Due to sticky inflation and wage pressure, we expect CNB to keep its policy rates

again at the 21 December meeting.

Markets have priced in aggressive rate cuts

Czech has no twin deficit problem

Background of growth deterioration

Inflation picked up in October

Sources : Bloomberg, Mizuho Bank

Domestic demand remains subdued

CNB is under pressure since May

Since exports account for more than 70% of its

GDP, the risk of a slowdown in the euro zone,

which is a major export partner, and Germany in

particular, is becoming worrisome.

In addition, the real estate market has been

booming in recent years. The sector has been

driving wage growth of late. However, the risk of a

slowdown in the sector has intensified. Housing

starts are falling on the back of CNB monetary

tightening.
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HUF: Deteriorating carry trade attractiveness poses risks to HUF stability.

Key issues for Hungarian Forint

The National Bank of Hungary (NBH) started its monetary easing cycle in May, and in September, NBH had fully reversed the emergency tightening which

was installed in October 2022. After that, NBH continued to cut its policy rates by 75bp in both October and November. Deputy governor Virag suggested

that easing is likely to continue. He also implied that the policy rate could fall below 11% in December and reach single-digits in February 2024. The

deteriorating relationship with the EU has been a concern for a long time, although there are hopes that EU may release some of its funds.

High carry will deteriorate rapidly

Twin deficit will narrow but persist

MNB’s emergency tightening in Oct 2022

Inflation rate decline rapidly

Sources: Bloomberg, Mizuho Bank

Real wage growth turned to positive

HUF has edged lower since May

After MNB announced at its September 2022

meeting that it would stop raising interest rates,

the forint plunged and on October 14, 2022 the

Hungarian central bank introduced a one-day

deposit facility as an emergency measure. It said it

would accept all bids from banks, and its applied

interest rate (18.00%, which was 5% higher than

the base rate at the time of its introduction) would

play an important role in curbing currency

depreciation. In addition, the MNB has also raised

the upper limit of the interest rate by 9.5%

percentage points to 25.0%, giving the market

much more room to manoeuvre.
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RON: FX Risk is not zero

Key issues for Romanian Leu

EURRON is moving in a tight range. But Central Bank of Romania (NBR) Governor Ernesto Izalescu said at a press conference on May 12, 2023 that more

flexibility was being considered. The Romanian lei recorded a new all-time low against the euro the following week, which could signal a policy shift by the

NBR toward allowing lei volatility to increase.

NBH will keep rate differential wide

Twin deficits are huge

Currencies strictly anchored to EUR 

Inflation is decreasing but sticky

Sources: Bloomberg, Mizuho Bank

Consumption growth remain subdued 

EURRON is moving in a tight range 
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Disclaimer

This presentation (the “Presentation) is given for general information purposes only and shall be kept strictly confidential by you. and shall only be used by you in connection with [insert details of the Transaction]. Until receipt of necessary internal 

approvals and until a definitive agreement is executed and delivered, there shall be no legal obligations of any kind whatsoever (other than those relating to confidentiality) owed by either party with respect to any of the material contained in the 

Presentation.  All of the information contained in the Presentation is subject to further modification and any and all opinions, forecasts, projections or forward-looking statements contained herein shall not be relied upon as facts nor relied upon as any 

representation of future results which may materially vary from such opinions, forecasts, projections or forward-looking statements.  In particular, no tax advice is given and you should ensure that you each seek your own tax advice.

You should obtain your own independent advice on the financial, legal, accounting, and tax aspects of any proposed solution outlined in this Presentation.  You agree that you are not relying and will not rely on any communication (written or oral) of 

Mizuho Bank, Ltd., Mizuho International plc, Mizuho Bank (USA), or Mizuho Securities USA Inc. or any company whose ultimate holding company is Mizuho Financial Group, Inc. (each a “Mizuho Group Company”)   as investment advice or as a 

recommendation to enter into any transaction, and that you are capable of assessing the merits of and understanding (on your own behalf or through independent professional advice), and should you enter into a definitive agreement with a Mizuho Group 

Company, you will do so because you understand and accept the terms and conditions and risks (including but not limited to economic, competitive, operation, financial, legal, accounting and tax risks) of such transaction.  No Mizuho Group Company in 

any way warrants, represents, or guarantees the financial, accounting, legal or tax results of the transaction described in the Presentation nor does it hold itself out as a legal, tax or accounting advisor to any party.

With respect to derivative transactions, documents presented to you and our discussions with you present one or a few of the possible ways of using derivative products.  You should only enter into a derivative transaction and the underlying 

documentation/contracts (collectively “derivative transaction”) after you have obtained a sufficient understanding of the details and consequences (including potential gain and loss consequences) of entering into a derivative transaction.  The actual 

conditions and terms of the derivative transaction that you enter into with a counterparty will be determined by prevailing market conditions at the time that you enter into the derivative transaction with that counterparty.  Consequently, you should carefully 

review the specific terms and conditions of your derivative transaction at that time.  You agree that the final decision to enter into a derivative transaction is solely yours and such decision was made solely at your discretion after you had independently

evaluated all the risks and benefits associated with the derivative transaction.  For derivative transactions where you may have a right or option to make a choice, your ability to exercise your right or option is for a limited time period only.  If you choose to 

terminate or cancel a derivative transaction early, you may be required to pay a derivatives transaction termination payment to the counterparty.  In the event that the creditworthiness of your counterparty under the derivative transaction deteriorates, a 

possibility exists that you may not attain the financial effect that you may have originally intended to achieve at the time that you entered into the derivative transaction, and that you may incur an expense/loss.

When entering into a contingent convertible transaction, you should be aware of and have a  sufficient understanding of the Product Intervention (Contingent Convertible Instruments and Mutual Society Shares) Instrument 2015, published in June 2015 by 

the FCA, which took effect from 1 October 2015 in relation to contingent convertible instruments (the “PI Instrument”).

Nothing contained herein is in any way intended by any Mizuho Group Company to offer, solicit and/or market any security, securities-related product or other financial instrument which such Mizuho Group Company is otherwise prohibited by United 

Kingdom, U.S., Japanese or any other applicable laws, regulations, or guidelines from offering, soliciting, or marketing.

Any tax aspects of this proposed financial solution are non-confidential, and you may disclose any such aspect(s) of the transaction described in the Presentation to any and all persons without limitation.  In particular, in the case of the United States, to 

ensure compliance with Internal Revenue Service Circular 230, prospective investors are hereby notified that:  (A) any discussion of U.S. Federal tax issues contained or referred to in the Information book or any document referred to herein is not 

intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by prospective investors to avoid penalties that may be imposed on them under the United States Internal Revenue code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”); (B) such discussions are written for use in 

connection with the promotion or marketing of the transactions or matter addressed herein; and (C) prospective investors should seek advice on their particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.

A Mizuho Group Company may have acted as underwriter, agent, placement agent, initial purchaser or dealer, lender on instruments discussed in the Presentation, may have provided related derivative instruments, or other related commercial or 

investment banking services.  A Mizuho Group Company or its employees may have short or long positions or act as principal or agent in any securities mentioned herein, or enter into derivative transactions relating thereto or perform financial or advisory 

services for the issuers of those securities or financial instruments.

The reference throughout this Presentation to “Mizuho” is a generic reference to one or more Mizuho Group Companies. Accordingly, the legal entity which may enter into any transaction or provide any service described in the Presentation may, at the 

option of one or more Mizuho Group companies and subject to any legal/regulatory requirement, be any one or more Mizuho Group Companies, such as Mizuho Bank, Ltd., Mizuho International plc, Mizuho Bank (USA) acting as agent for Mizuho Bank, 

Ltd., or Mizuho Securities USA Inc. (which is a registered US broker-dealer and the entity through which Mizuho generally conducts its investment banking, capital markets, and securities business in the United States), provided that such Mizuho Group 

Company is permitted and, if required, appropriately licensed and/or registered to engage in such activities in accordance with applicable laws, rules and regulations.

As previously notified and explained, and unless and until you notify the relevant Mizuho Group Company to the contrary, any non-public information provided by you to any Mizuho Group Company will be maintained in accordance with its internal policies 

and will be shared with other Mizuho Group Companies to the extent deemed necessary by such Mizuho Group Company to consummate the transaction or provide the product or service described in the Presentation.

The interpretation of the Presentation shall, to the extent appropriate, be governed by English law and subject to the jurisdiction of the English courts.

The email addresses of Mizuho staff indicate by which entity they are employed: (i) [name]@mhcb.co.uk indicates Mizuho Bank, Ltd.; (ii) [name]@us.mizuho-sc.com indicates Mizuho Securities USA; and (iii) [name]@uk.mizuho-sc.com indicates Mizuho 

International plc; and (iv) [name]@mizuhocbus.com indicates Mizuho Bank (USA).

Mizuho Bank, Ltd., is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Agency of Japan. 

Mizuho Bank, Ltd., London Branch, is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation

by the Prudential Regulation Authority are available upon request. Any eligible deposits with Mizuho Bank, Ltd., London Branch are protected up to a total of £85,000 by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme, the UK’s deposit protection scheme. 

This limit is applied to the total of any eligible deposit accounts with Mizuho Bank, Ltd., London Branch. Any total deposits with Mizuho Bank, Ltd., London Branch above the £85,000 limit are not covered. For further information about your rights under the

FSCS please visit http://www.fscs.org.uk.

Mizuho International plc is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.

http://www.fscs.org.uk/
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